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Deadly Duck puts you in the HOT spot!
Location, Location, Location...
2-Man Deadly Duck puts you ‘in the Zone’!

“The Deadly Duck makes Paul’s Ponds successful,
especially late season. Just moving the blind 75 feet
makes the ducks think it’s opening day again. Hunters
love watching the incoming birds and shooting ease.”
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NEW Modular Design: Just add blinds to increase hunters or space. Ends are interchangeable.
To create access between the blinds, additional connectors are provided to replace vertical strut on
non-door end. Increased height and width improves hunters use and success.
Easy to transport or move daily, especially at ‘0’ dark thirty. Use the quick connector pins to
assemble the panels. Access doors for hunters and man’s best friend.
EZ-FAB mesh is excellent concealment. Just insert natural vegetation into the poly-diamond
openings. This gives a 3-D effect and breaks up the hunter’s silhouettes.

Paul Sullivan,
Burbank Guide Service
www.burbankgoose.com

Ultimate Hide - Portable - Quick Assembly - Ease of Shooting
Superior hide allows for closer shots, which produces greater accuracy and allows for more
discriminating shots. Ample room for hunters, dogs and gear.
Affordable, less than a 1-man layout blind. Comfortable. Rest in chairs before taking a step and
standing to shoot. Handicap able to shoot from chair.
Half inch durable steel with textured powder coat, in flat Dead Grass Color, which blends into most
settings. EZ-FAB in matching flat color.

Fools Late Season Birds - Transport Daily or Use as Permanent Blind
Proven Design. Great for young to experienced hunters.

Versatile. Use for hunting, videoing or play house.
3-way trap shooting door. Leave open
and brush up for early season, flip out for
quick shots or slowly drop into the blind
which gives the hunters those precious extra
seconds before the shot.
Panels stack for transport or storage.
Includes: quick connector pins, nuts/bolts
package for semi-permanent set-up, zip ties,
50 ft. bungee cord for attaching natural
camo and 2 stakes.
(Chairs not included, suggest using director’s style chairs
with taunt seats, which are easier to rise from.)

More products available: Full Curl Decoys, Flutter-Wing Decoys,
DropZone Decoys, Velvet Feather Flocking Kits and More!

Products targeted for success !
All panels are separate.
There is NO FLOOR in the blinds.
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Aero Outdoors, Inc. 509-545-8000
316 East B Circle, Pasco, WA 99301
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USA & International 2007. Made in China
Patent Pending © 2007 Aero Outdoors
509-545-8000

Use with care.
Manufacturers and distributers are not liable for any personal or property damages, of any kind.
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Weight 55 lbs.
62” Front Length
Height at pitch 55 ½”
75” Wide - bottom of end

